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Notes from 2023.01.30 Foothills County Zoom Meeting  
    (by Division 4 Councillor Suzanne Oel)   
 

   Hawk’s Landing Irrigation  
   Water System Discussion 
 

 
1. Thank you to all who attended!  We held a meeting with Hawk’s Landing residents, Hawk’s Landing community 

volunteer spokespersons (Melinda & Ronda-Lee), Hawk’s Landing volunteer technical expert (Jamie), Services Co-op 
and Community Association volunteers, and Foothills County representatives (Municipal Manager Harry Riva 
Cambrin, Infrastructure Manager Jeff Edgington, Legislative Services Manager Sherri Berrett, Teresa Oram & me).  
To those who were unable to attend, we will keep you updated about next steps by information sharing.   

 
2. Residents were invited to attend this meeting to hear a recap of background information and discuss their 

questions about the current irrigation water system and a potential irrigation expansion project.  The County 
intends to work with residents to explore a way forward in response to inquiries about solving the irrigation water 
system and supply issues.  There is no project underway yet.  Residents were asked to consider and provide their 
decisions through an online Survey following the meeting.   

 
3. Our meeting began with the sharing of maps and photos from the greater area, and then a focused area with the 

irrigation system site location on County-owned land.  As of 2022, the County has now taken ownership of the 
water systems, including the irrigation water system. 

 
4.  A recap was provided by SO, HRC & JE, which included the status of the Hawk’s Landing irrigation water system, 

the irrigation water licence situation, a list of all potential options to date (could be more), points about using the 
existing-use pond 1, high level analysis/scenarios of using potential pond 2 as-is or expanded in size using data 
collected and analyzed through preliminary engineering done by Foothills County, possible project timelines, an 
explanation of decision-making authorities, and a review of how payment may occur.  Specifics about these items 
can be found in the 2022.12.05 meeting notes, which were sent to residents via email.    

 

5. All options list: (1) do nothing, (2) do maintenance on the existing-use pond 1, (3) use potential pond 2 as-is, (4) 
use potential pond 2 expanded, (5) restrict consumption, (6) enforce allotted water use, (7) truck-in supplemental 
water in dry years, (8) other.  Please see the diagram below and details in numbers 5 & 6 of the 2022.12.05 meeting 
notes, regarding aggregate estimations, combining existing-use pond 1 and potential pond 2, for optional irrigation 
water storage expansion to 3,750 m3, 5,000 m3 and 11,000 m3 indications.   
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6. Surface water licence:  The irrigation system is comprised of a pumping station, distribution pipes and existing-use 
pond 1 with the storage capacity of 1,547 m3, which is fed by surface water drainage and a small creek.  Hawk’s 
Landing has more than sufficient surface water irrigation licence in place to provide permission to use stored 
surface water.  The total water licence is for 37,000 m3 total/over 125 days, or 296 m3/day/over 125 days 
(between May and October).  Another measurement associated with this is the allowed diversion rate of 0.013 
m3/second.  This water may be diverted for this irrigation purpose, as long as the Instream Objectives of the small 
creek supply are met.  In dry years, Alberta Environment may restrict diversion of surface water.  The County just 
successfully secured the renewal of this water licence for 10 years, to May 2032, when it will be reviewed again. 

 

7. Irrigation water usage stats:  According to data collected, the average use of irrigation water by residents in 2021 
was 135 m3/day.  Some observations reported by HLSC indicated that during 2022 operations this number may 
have been higher.  Currently 78/118 residences use watering systems, while some may use their curb-stop 
connections to access the irrigation water supply. 

 

8. Clarification of the existing irrigation water licence:  Further to the January 30 meeting discussions, our Municipal 
Manager and Infrastructure Manager have researched the issue regarding the utilization of the stored water in the 
existing-use pond 1.  All that is required is for the County to place a valve or stop on the diversion, so water does 
not flow into the pond when an Instream Objective (IO) is declared.  We are investigating the cost of doing so but 
believe it will be under a $1000.00.  We can then use the stored water and be in good standing with the water 
licence on the existing-use pond 1.  

 

Although this answer reaffirms the utilization of the stored water in the existing-use pond 1, it does not provide any 

permissions for potential pond 2.  In order to use pond 2, the Feasibility Study results are required to prepare for an 

application to Alberta Environment to determine whether the pond could potentially be used as-is or increased in 

size.  This irrigation water licence clarification confirms that we have access to the existing-use pond 1, to the level 

of the intake pipe which draws the water, but not below that.  We cannot lower the intake pipe.  This interpretation 

of matching the operations of the irrigation system to align with the water license approval would not provide more 

water than the amount currently available.  The water licence answer allows us to be confident that the approval 

matches the use, so we can move forward with the minor alteration and potentially with other investigations.  We 

can also look at other options related to the lack of water in the existing pond (do nothing, do maintenance on the 

existing-use pond 1, restrict consumption, enforce allotted water use, and truck-in supplemental water in dry years) 

and may include testing for leaks in the system, to better understand the situation.   
 

Knowing our water licence approval is in-line with operations, also opens up the option of learning more about the 

second pond and preparing for a request to Alberta Environment to amend the license to include using pond 2 as-is 

or expanded.  This is why we are asking for the community’s interest/approval to do a feasibility study to provide 

the necessary information to Alberta Environment to get answers from them on water licence and environment 

aspects.  We cannot make decisions about pond 2, nor approach Alberta Environment for permission, without a 

study.  If residents agree with doing the Feasibility Study, a project would not proceed until the Hawk’s Landing 

community has been a part of the discussion and the decision to approve anything further.   

 

9. Hawk’s Landing volunteer technical expert, Jamie H, collaborated with Foothills County, provided analysis of data 
and shared information with residents in the form of a Q & A document, which was sent to residents via email.  She 
also shared charts, lists and calculations with the attendees of the meeting.  Thank you! 

               
10. Q & A was held throughout.  Some topics are shared, below…  If your question is not yet answered, please contact 

us.  Email and phone info is listed in numbers 15 and 16 of these meeting notes. 
 

Q:   Concern was expressed that there may be other reasons contributing to irrigation water over-use, for example 

line loss.  Is there a way to detect a leak in the system?  

A:   The County could investigate this and find out if a pressure test has been done or could be done.  There are no 
irrigation water meters, however, so detecting a leak may not be possible. 
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Q:  Concerns were expressed about using the entire Capital Reserve on this project.  What are some of the other 

allowable uses for the Capital Reserves which now are in a restricted fund with the County for the exclusive use 

for Hawk’s Landing?   

A:  Any capital projects or repairs would qualify, including water/wastewater/irrigation-related infrastructure and 

buildings.  While there is nothing urgent at this time, something could come up. 
 

Q:  Is the current irrigation system sufficient for the number of users? 

A:  It appears that the system is not performing adequately due to the dry climate years, lack of rainfall, more 

Instream Objectives restrictions being called, potential water losses in the system (?), more use by residents, 

potentially more users coming onto the system in the future, and other pressures this system may see.  Some 

have expressed that the system is adequate and would prefer to explore other options for solutions or keep 

things as-is.  Some would like to have access to more stored water to be able to provide irrigation water in the 

later August days.  This could include looking at other issues related to the lack of water in the existing-use pond 

1 (see list above, in number 5) and may include testing for leaks in the system to better understand the 

situation.  Using potential pond 2 as-is or expanding its storage of water could also be considered.  Until we do 

further investigations, we are not sure what the answer(s) may be.  
 

Q:  Has dredging been done in the existing-use pond 1? 
A:  The County received information that it may have been done in 2015.  This will be verified.  Also, please note 

that the intake is currently located above the silt and is functioning. 
 

Q:  Questions were raised about the golf course irrigation system.  
A:  It was clarified that Hawk’s Landing cannot tie into their system because the existing HL irrigation water licence 

cannot be transferred upstream on another creek. 
 
Q:  How could the two ponds be connected? 
A:  There is currently a pump in place from a long-ago use on pond 2.  The condition of the connection and pump is 

unknown.  As noted, an irrigation water licence amendment is required to use potential pond 2. 
 
Q:  Who pays for the HL irrigation repairs or any upgrades? 
A:  HL residents pay the full cost, as this irrigation water system is exclusive to this community.  All payment options 

are explained in number 8 of the 2022.12.05 meeting notes. 
 
Q:  Explain the designation of the County land on which the two ponds are situated.   
A: The land is designated Environmental Reserve (ER).  In this case, the land must stay in its natural state, but these 

ponds were approved as uses by the County.  In a review of a few years of orthographic photos, it appears that 
the ponds were created along with the development of Hawk’s Landing.  Pond 1 appears to have come on the 
scene around 2004.  Pond 2 may have originated in the 2012-2015 timeframe… 

 
11. Hawk’s Landing Irrigation Water System – exact copy of the online Survey content:   

 

The purpose of this Survey is to record your VOTES, to determine whether Hawk’s Landing residents wish to pursue 
the first step of an irrigation water storage expansion project, plus consider action upon other options to address 
the lack of irrigation water.   

 

The vote requested of you in Survey Question #1 is to approve/oppose the WRITING OF A LETTER to Foothills 
County Council to formally ask them to do a FEASIBILITY STUDY, at a cost of approximately $15,000, to determine if 
the second pond can be used.  This cost would be paid for by residents, using the Hawk’s Landing capital reserve 
funds.   

 

Hawk’s Landing residents took part in irrigation water discussions at two meetings hosted by Foothills County on 
December 5, 2022, and January 30, 2023.  Information was also fanned out through various means.  Throughout 
these meetings and communications, several options have been presented for consideration to address the lack of 
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irrigation water:  do nothing, do maintenance on the existing pond, add storage by using the second pond as-is, add 
storage by expanding the second pond, restrict consumption, add governance to enforce allotted water use, and 
truck-in supplemental water in dry years.   

 

Within this list, proposed solutions include expansion of irrigation water storage to a second pond.  The only way 
we will know if adding storage is a realistic option, is by doing an engineering FEASIBILITY STUDY to calculate the 
project scale, viability, volume of water and to provide the requirements to apply for a water licence approval for 
utilizing the second pond.  Making a request of the approving authority for water licences, Alberta Environment and 
Protected Areas, is contingent upon these investigations being done in advance. 

 
Before a FEASIBILITY STUDY would move forward, Foothills County will confirm that the existing water licence 
approval can be amended (or clarified) so that permission is confirmed to withdraw water from the current original 
pond when the creek Instream Objectives are not met.  This would open the possibility to investigate water licence 
permissions on the second pond.  (This has been done – see number 8 in these notes.) 

 

More about this Survey:   

• Regarding Survey Question #1, there must be a majority of households in favour to take this first step of doing a 
FEASIBILITY STUDY for expanding irrigation water storage to the second pond.   

• The community will be informed and asked to vote on up-coming decisions.   

• Foothills County will tally the results. 

• Only one (1) submission per household of this Survey will be recorded.   

• This online Survey will be open for 7+ days (4:00 pm January 31 to 11:00 pm February 7, 2023). 

• For more information, please contact Foothills County:  Suzanne.Oel@FoothillsCountyAB.ca  

• Please provide answers to items 1, 2, 3 and 4, below.  

• Thank you for participating!   
  

1.  Are you in favour of proceeding with requesting that Foothills County does a FEASIBILITY STUDY for expanding 
irrigation water storage to the second pond, at a cost of approximately $15,000?  (As noted, issues related to the 
current water licence on the existing pond would be resolved first before proceeding with this study.) 
Yes 
No 

 

2.  Are you in favour of exploring other options to address the lack of irrigation water:  do nothing, do maintenance 
on the existing pond, restrict consumption, add governance to enforce allotted water use, and truck-in 
supplemental water in dry years?  (This list of options in Survey Question #2 does not include the expanding of 
irrigation water storage.  Survey Question #1 deals with that topic.) 
Yes 
No 

 

3.  Please provide your information. 
a. Your name 
b. Your address 

 

4.  Please add your comments if you wish. 
             __________ 

 
12. Residents at the meeting shared interest in the project, had numerous questions as to how this would work and 

how much it would cost.  A variety of perspectives were heard and all respected.  Some questions could be 
answered now, but others will have to be answered when a potential project is defined.  Further questions are 
welcome. 
 

13. Homework:  Investigate and clarify the use of the existing irrigation pond is in alignment with the approved 
irrigation water licence parameters, before moving forward with anything else.  This question was answered on 

mailto:Suzanne.Oel@FoothillsCountyAB.ca
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January 31 and shared with residents via email.  The answer is further clarified in number 8 of these notes.  Also, 
through discussion, the Survey questions were amended and therefore the online Survey was revised and made 
available on January 31.  The exact survey is copied within number 11 of these meeting notes. 
 

14. Next steps and meetings: 
a. Foothills County will host, tally and share the results of the online Survey. 

b. If the Feasibility Study re pond 2 is not approved, HL will still set up a committee to decide what they would 
like to do, if anything, regarding the irrigation system.  The list of other options may be reviewed and actioned. 

c. If the Feasibility Study re pond 2 is approved, send Letter to Council; community to be kept informed & asked 
to vote on future decisions.  

Plus, the following steps could occur…  

d. HL will set up a committee to review all options and assess information from the County. 

e. FC move forward with Feasibility Study, refine costs, collaboration, confirm environmental requirements, begin 
approvals process, establish timeline.  

f. Report goes back to FC Council and HL residents for review and agreement to proceed or not. 

g. HL to give a clear indication to FC Council of their interest to proceed with a project that matches the wishes of 
the community: by petition for a Local Improvement Plan, or by written request to consider a project with 
combined payment options. 

h. Tender project, then back to Council and HL residents. 

i. Set up financial arrangements or Local Improvement and community vote. 

j. Meetings as required. 

k. Project(s) proceed or not. 
 

15. Written inquiries and the official HL residents’ request can be sent to:  Suzanne.Oel@FoothillsCountyAB.ca 
 
16. Call or email Suzanne with any questions you may have:  403.931.2711 
 
17. Thank you for your participation and feedback thus far.  Ideas are welcome.   
 
 

Disclaimer:  While I have done my best to prepare these notes accurately, I may have forgotten something or made errors. 
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